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Lessons About Vulnerability Assessments

Roger G. Johnston, Ph.D., CPP
Vulnerability Assessment Team

Los Alamos National Laboratory
rogei--i@laiil .gov

Introducti on

The Vulnerabili ty A sses sment Team (VAT) at Los Al amos Nati o n al Laborator y [] ] belie v es that physical security
can on ly be opt i mized through the use of effect i ve vulnerability assessments . As a resul t of conducti n g vulne rability
a ss e ssments on hundred s of different s ecurity de v ices a nd s y s tem s in the l as t few years [2 - 4] , we have identifi ed some of the
attribute s of effecti v e a ssessment s . These, along wi th our recommendat i ons and observations about vulnerab i lity
assessments , are summari zed in th i s paper. While o ur work ha s prim arily in v ol ved physica l security (in contrast to, for
example , computer, network , or information security), our experi e nce s may have appl i cabi li ty to other types security as well .

Why is Physica l Security so Difficult ?

Phys i cal security involves protecting v a luable , t an g ible assets from harm . The s e a ssets might, for example , be
people , buildings , car g o , documents , mone y, museum artifacts, food & drink , medical supplie s, forensic evidence , weapons ,
or hazard ous material s . The harm w e w ish to avoid can in volve theft, destruction , sab o tage , vandalism, espiona ge , forgery ,
counterfeicing , or tampering . The task o f reliabl y protect ed a gain s t such harm is a dauntin g one . Reco g niti on of this fact is
essential because c o mplacency , overconfidence , o r a rrogance are inc ompatible w i t h good s ecurity , or with g o od vulnerabili ty
assessments .

One of the reasons that physical security is so difficult is that it is highly multidimensional . Whereas an adversary
need only find and exploit one or a small number of vulnerabilities to succeed, physical security managers must identify,
understand, and manage all possible vulnerabilities . While adversaries can attack at only one or a small number of points,
security managers must often protect large, spatially distributed facilities . They must plan for all possible attacks a t
unpredictable times from all possible adversaries, many of whom may be completely unknown . As the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA) puts it [5], "We have to get it right every day and the terrorists only have to get it right once .
So we have to be ahead of the game ." Moreover, while security personnel are generally constrained by legal, ethical, and
public relations considerations, their adversaries (e .g ., terrorists) may not be .

Another seri ous challen ge for ph ys ical security i s the g ener al lack of use ful perform ance measure s . The tradi tional
performance mea s ure for security i s pathol ogic a l: success is defined as nothin g h appenin g . This kind of perfo rmance
measure doe s not permit effective c os t /bene fit ana lys i s, and often re s ults in insufficient resources being made ava ilable for
security . Moreover, it tends to re sult in irra ti o n al cyclical fluctu ati o ns (osci ll at i ng between denial and hy s teria) in securi ty
fund i n g . Securit y budgets typica lly decay over time as l o n g a s th e re a r e no m ajo r s ecuri ty incidents . Once a maj or inc i dent
occurs, howeve r, hysteri a tends to ensue . Mass ive resources are sudden l y thrown at the prob l e m , m uc h of them u l timately
wasted . Draconian and often downri g ht s illy measure s are in troduce d , so m e of which actually decrease overall security, or at
least di vert attention from more effective meas ure s . (Thus , for example , we see a irp o rt security personnel after September
1] `h confiscating fingernail clippers-presum a bl y to keep would-b e terrorists fr o m threatenin g airplane pas sen gers and p i lots
w ith bad manicures!) Once a securi ty crisis passes, the emph asis on phy s ica l securi ty ty pica lly aaain erodes away until the
next seriou s incident , a t which po int another frantic spike in fundin g and ac tivi ty occurs .

Effective physical security is al so h ampered by a l ack of s tandards . The few standards th a t do ex ist are of little
value . Standards, however , a re n o t automa tic a lly a auarantee of effect ive securi ty . If they are too br o ad o r too narrow, n o t
we ll thought throug h , a nd/o r mindless l y appl ied, they can cause more harm than good. If the underl y i ng t h eo re t ical
understandin g of fundam ental issues is absent or weak , standards may become p articul arly detrimental . Mo reover, there is
the po ten t ial problem r e ferred to in the o ld en g ineerin g joke: tha t the g reat thin g a b o ut s t andard s is that there are so man y to
choose fr o m!



Physical security is also commonly plagued by ambi guity . Security prog rams are frequently quite v ague as to exact

g oa l s and adversaries . Not helping the problem i s the fact that s ecuri ty termino l ogy is often s loppy, misleadin g,
misunders tood , or misu s ed , even by experienced security profess ionals .

Attitude can be a particularly significant problem for a physical security program . While there are potential benefits
to showing great confidence to the outside world (because this may discourage adversaries), a healthy security program does
not believe its own public guarantees and assurances . Far too often, however, physical security managers, and the high-level
personnel they report to, believe their own press releases . Ominously, many security programs retaliate against insiders or
outsiders who question security measures, offer suggestions, or call for improvements . Physical security is a very difficult
assiDnment under the best of circumstances . Security managers and security programs cannot afford to ignore, as they often
do, suggestions and criticisms from any quarter-and especially from their own personnel . Even fanciful comments and
suggestions from amateurs and outsiders can be useful in that they permit insight into the thought processes of potential

adversaries .

Other problems that typically add to the difficulty of providing effective physical security include society's
ambivalent attitudes towards security, the multidisciplinary and (increasingly) technological nature of physical security, the
relatively low status and educational level of many security workers, the boredom often associated with routine security
functions, and the tendency for the field to attract linear/concrete thinkers, autlioritarians, and bureaucrats . "Compliance
mode" can also be a major problem. This involves security managers or other security personnel being so focused on
satisfying superiors, auditors, regulators, bureaucrats, and formal security requirements that they lose sight of real-world
security threats . Being distracted by paperwork and busywork is a serious problem with security-which, first and foremost,

needs to be about paying attention . Compliance mode is very difficult to avoid in larae organizations and bureaucracies, in
well-established operations, and for security programs that do not encourage security personnel to be flexible, creative,
introspective, clever, and proactive (and that do not have senior officials with these attributes) .

Security Surveys vs. Risk Ma nagement vs. Vu lnerabi l i ty Assessments

There are traditi onally three maj or too l s for eva lu a ting and improv ing physical s ecuri ty . These are the Securi ty
Survey [6], Risk Management which is someti mes cal led "Design B as i s Threat" [7, 8 ] , and Vulnerability A ssessments [9] .

Some in the field of security think of these approaches as basically the same thing, while most others consider
Security Surveys and Vulnerability Assessments to be sub-tasks within the broader category of Risk Management . I would
argue that (reaardless of theory) these tools are really quite different from each other as a practical matter, and that a good
security program needs to use all three . Indeed, the serious problems with Security Surveys and Risk Management vis a vis
Vulnerability Assessments have more to do with how the former are typically implemented than with any fundamental
theoretical flaw .

As it is commonly understood , a Securi ty Survey is a type o f walk - around exerci se . The security manager wanders
the spaces and l ooks for problem s, o ften w i th a checkli s t in hand . Security s ur v eys are use ful beca u se they catch ob v i o u s
mistake s, such as a hole in the fence , an unlocked door , or a g u ard as leep at his stati on . Security surveys , however, do not
usua ll y result in profo und security impro v ement s becau se they do not encourage creative thinkin g . They also tend to be
closed - ended . Thinkin g abou t securit y v ulnerab i litie s tends to stop once the checkli s t has b een completed-at least until the
next regularly scheduled Survey . There is , m o reov er , an underlying assumpti on in most Security Surveys that vulnerabilities
w i ll leap out at the security manager as she c onducts t he w alk -a r o und . That, h oweve r , i s ra re l y the case , expect poss ibly for
some of the mos t mundane and blata ntly o b vio u s vulnerabilities . Security Sur v eys a l so oft e n ha ve limited effecti veness

because of their binary nature . The y enc o ura ge a ch e ck -off mentality : s o methin g is either secure or it is not secure . If it is

secure , we can check the appropriate box and then supposedly n ot worry ab out it aga in for a time . It real i ty, securi ty is a
co ntinuum w ith n o thing ever be ing fully secure or full y insecure , and with everythin g requirin g continual re - examination .

Securit y Surveys al so commonly suffer f r o m b e ing unimagi n at iv e and ov erly focused on c omplet i n g the checklist instead of
carefully examining reality (includin g r e cent ch a nges) . They are rarely fo cu s ed o n a d v ersaries, often mis s ne w potential

threats , and d o not typica lly result in novel c o un termeasure s be in g implem ented .

Ri sk Management is a mo re in v ol ved technique . In s impli stic term s, i t require s security mana gers to think about the
bad things t hat cou ld happen, and then co n s ide r w h at additi o n al measures the y could take to further miti gate th ose ri s ks .
A ssets , Threa tsNulnerabilities, Adversa ries, Con seque nces, and Sa feguard s/Coun termeasures are all co n s idered , a nd g i v en



relative priorities or probabilities . This is a useful approach for identifying issues (and it can help justify additional security
expenditures), but it often fails to result in dramatic security improvements . Why is this? In my experience, it is because the
security people (or committee) doing the analysis are often wnimaginative . They tend to focus only on past (local) security
incidents, ignoring changing circumstances, global realities, and unfamiliar rare-event risks that may be far more dangerous .
The world, after all, is now rapidly changing and highly-interconnected, with new technologies and new adversarie s
appearing all the time . In this environment, history is not always a good predictor of the future, especially for rare,
catastrophic events . Indeed, most texts and lectures on Risk Management-when they don't just gloss over exactly how
Threats and Vulnerabilities are to be identified-relegate their determination to merely compiling statistics on past security
incidents (perhaps with some vague intelligence information thrown in the mix) . That is not good enough! In the post-9/1l
world, we need to have security that is proactive, not just reactive .

Security managers conducting Risk Management analyses tend to think mostly about risks or threats for which there
are already security measures in place . This is backwards and not how it is supposed to work, but this problem is
nevertheless commonplace . Moreover, any new Safeguards/Countermeasures that mibht be considered as remedies are
typically chosen from a pre-existing shopping list of possible additional hardware and security procedures . That also is
backwards ; Safeauards and Countermeasures should be freely designed to deal directly with the specific Threats &
Vulnerabilities we want to mitigate, not just mindlessly chosen from a stale, generic toolkit .

In practice, Risk Management methods tend to emphasize flling in multiple tables and matrices (or filing in boxes
in software programs) at the expense of creative and critical thinking . They also suffer from the "falsity of precision" . This
is the naive belief that merely because we can invent some semi-arbitrary number for the probability or priority ranking of a
poorly understood parameter that this number has greater sibnificance than the knowledge and reasoning (if any) that went
into choosing it . Risk Management methods also tend to consider various "probabilities" as stochastic in nature, and thus
multiplicative in the case of unrelated events . This is usually a poor assumption when the adversaries are deliberate and
intelligent in their designs, not random, and when insiders can play a nefarious role in attacks .

In my experience, the biggest problem with traditional Risk Management approaches to optimizing security is the
fact that the personnel conducting them usually have entirely the wrong mindset . The security risk assessors are thinking
about things from the perspective of the "good guys", i .e ., people who desperately do not want there to be security problems .
They are not thinking like the "bad guys" . As a result-human nature being what it is-security risk managers often see
what they want to see (that everything is secure), not necessarily what they need to see (or what the "bad guys" see) . Too
often, Risk Management approaches are simply used to justify the status quo . Other common problems include their closed-
end nature (as with Security Surveys), the typical lack of realism in estimating attack probabilities and consequences, the
failure to consider radical changes in teclmologies and threats, and the tendency to ianore simple, cheap countermeasures
when the attack probabilities are judged (rightly or wrongly) to be low .

A true Vulnerability Assessment is a significantly different matter . It is an attempt to discover and demonstrate
weaknesses in a security device, system, or program . It is more hands-on than merely theorizing about threats, as is done
with typical Risk Management exercises . Ideally it should also include suggesting possible security improvements and
counter-measures .

In a security Vulnerability Asses sment, unlike t he other techniques , we qui t be ing the good guys and pretend to be
the bad g u y s . This requires a si g ni f icant mental coordin ate trans formation tha t i s m o re di fficult tha n one mi ght expect . We
try to get into the heads of the bad guys , think like them , and eage rly l ook for security weaknesses and vulnerabilities to
exploit. We actua lly want to b e tr oublem aker s in our assessments . And , like real adver s ari es, we do not let the good guys
define the security para mete rs for u s! Beca use we wan t to fi nd problems, we do. T li i n ki n g l i ke imagi n at i ve, ev il bad guys
can be very difficult for security m a na g er s, w h o have spent their careers be i n g goo d g u ys, and w h o are frequently neither e vi l
nor w ildly creative .

Why are Vulnerability Assessments so Difficult ?

Vulnerability assessments are difficult for a lot of other reasons in addition to the ones discussed above . One major
hindrance is the prevalence of an absolutist, binary view of security . Too many people (including security managers) believe
a security device, system, or program is either secure, or else it has vulnerabilities and is thus insecure . In reality, however,
security is a continuum. Nothing is either fully secure or completely insecure . Vulnerabilities always exist, and many of
them can never be fully known or eliminated .



In many cases, security managers and supervisors, as well as manufacturers and vendors of security products, do not
want vulnerability assessments done because they uncover problems . The discovery of vulnerabilities is viewed as bad news
even though, ideally, it should be viewed as good news . After all, only when a vulnerability is found can it be mitigated or
eliminated . 7'here is frequently a "shoot the messenger" mentality . Vulnerability assessors (called "black hatters"!) are often
viewed by security managers and organizations as a threat, rather than the adversaries and the vulnerabilities that th e
assessors uncover .

Similarly, security managers often view implementing security improvements or vulnerability countermeasures as a
shameful admission of previous negligence or incompetence, rather than as an indication of a process of ongoing
improvement, or a response to changing circumstances .

Vulnerability assessments themselves are quite complex . There are no generally useful guidelines or standards for

how to do a vulnerability assessment . Time and funding are often quite limited, although adversaries who attack a security
device or program may not be so constrained . A time- or budget-limited vulnerability assessment, moreover, requires some
kind of prioritization of the hundreds or thousands of possible attacks . Time and money will usually not be available to study
them all . Not all possible attacks will be relevant or ultimately prove to be viable, and some of the attacks that do ultimately
work may end up consuming more time and money to explore than they are worth . There seem to be no obvious ways to
prioritize attacks, though experience appears to be helpful .

A related complication is that we don't automatically know when the best attacks have been found during a
vulnerability assessment . The best attacks may go forever undiscovered, or be discovered only at a later date by a different
set of vulnerability assessors (or adversaries) . Vulnerability assessments thus have no clear-cut end point . It is also often
quite difficult to obtain high levels of realism when exploring, testing, or demonstrating security vulnerabilities . This is
particularly true inside high security facilities, or for truly catastrophic attacks . Another complicating factor is that defeating
a security device, system, or program is a matter of degree and of probability, not absolute certainty . A crude attack will not
necessarily fail with 100% probability, nor will a subtle attack always succeed . Estimating the deDree and probability of a
security defeat is not a simple matter .

Many real-world attacks on security devices/systems/programs rely on false alarming, fault analysis, "poke the
system", "watch and pounce", or social engineering methods . (These attacks are defined below .) Because these types of

attacks tend to be anomalous, rare or random events, they can be quite difficult for vulnerability assessors to observe, model,
predict, or replicate . It can also be difficult to sufficiently control related parameters, and to model or predict complicated
human and oraanizational factors .

(False alarming is an attack where the adversary induces random, multiple false alarms in order to undermine the
usefulness of the security and the confidence placed in it . Fault analysis involves an adversary deliberately causing the
device or system to perform in a manner different from the way it was intended in order to learn useful information that can
be exploited . Fault analysis attacks can be particular effective against complex, or high-tech devices or systems . "Poke the
system" attacks involve the adversary probing the security, seeing what happens, and then using what was learned . With
"wait and pounce", the adversary passively waits until security personnel make a mistake or there is some unexpected
anomalous event, then quickly jumps into action to exploit that situation . "Social engineering" is the term used for attacks
that relay on compromising key personnel through persuasion, seduction, bribery, impersonation, threats, or force . )

While vulnerabilities in physical security often involve various hardware factors, effective physical security is really
more about human and organizational factors, behaviors, and psychology . Indeed, physical security usually fails not
fundamentally because of hardware problems, but due to human errors and foibles, stupidity, laziness, wishful thinking, lack
of foresibht, over confidence, arroaance, too little attention or imagination, poor training and communication, or an
unwillingness to commit sufficient resources to protection . These are difficult variables to study and characterize .

Other common problems th a t can i nterfere with effecti ve vulnerability asse ssments inc lude conflicts o f i nte re s ts o n
the part of the assessors , "recursi o n" (chasin g a mov ing tar get when implementin g recommended c o untermea s ures would
introduce new vulnerabilitie s ), uncertainties ab o ut h ow to be s t report results, the complex interaction between different layers
of security , and the need to maint ain safety a nd securit y while performin g te sts and demon stra ti on s .



Recommenda ti o ns for Effec tive Vulnerabil i ty Assessments

The following are general recommendations and suggestions, based on the experiences of the VAT, for how to
conduct an effective vulnerability assessment of a security device, system, or program :

Vulnerability assessments should be done iteratively, throughout the design process for any new security device or
system (including at the earliest stages), not just at the end when it is difficult politically, psychologically, programmatically,
and technically co make necessary changes . Periodic vulnerability assessments should also be done throughout the life of a
security device, system, or program .

Undiscovered vulnerabilities always exist. A vulnerability assessment that finds no vulnerabilities is therefore
useless, must be rejected, and should be repeated using different assessors who will do the job correctly .

I t is essential that security personnel, supervisors, and managers, as well as developers, promoters, vendors, and
manufacturers of security devices and systems, not be penalized when new vulnerabilities are discovered . Similarly,
retaliation against vulnerability assessors, or any personnel (internal or external) who raise security concerns or questions is
unacceptable, the sign of a pathological security program, and must not be tolerated .

To be effective, vulnerability assessments must be holistic and done in full context . Conducting vulnerability
assessments on pieces of a security device, system, or program is usually a waste of time, and will tend to lead to
dangerous over-confidence and overlooked vulnerabilities . Vulnerability assessments must not be given unrealistic
constraints on possible attack tools, procedures, personnel, or strategies . These ideas are part of a more general
principle that the "good guys" must never assume they can define the security problem . That is the prerogative of the
"bad guys" .

Thorough (and cost-effective) vulnerability assessments of security devices require multiple copies of the device
that can be destroyed during the analysis . Usually the more samples that are available, the more comprehensive the findings
and the greater the number of discovered vulnerabilities .

Physical, environmental, ergonomic, durability, field readiness, or materials testing of a security device-although
very useful-is not the same thing as vulnerability assessment. These other kinds of tests should not be confused with
vulnerability assessments, though they often are .

Vulnerability assessment must avoid the common tendency to underestimate the cleverness, knowledge, skills,
dedication, and resources available to an adversary . (This is surely one of the lessons of September 11 . )

Vulnerability assessors must recognize that adding one more layer of mediocre security to a system or
program may actually decrease overall security .

All of the following types of attacks must be considered : false alarming, fault analysis, "poke the system", "watch
and pounce", and social engineering methods . Any consideration of social engineering attacks must include attacks that
involve the adversary impersonating employees, government authorities, auditors, managers, security personnel, maintenance
and craft workers, emergency response crews, law enforcement officers, etc. Also, all of the following adversaries must be
considered: insiders, outsiders, and outsiders assisted by insiders

. It is essential to factor in Rohrbach's Maxim: No security system will ever be used properly (the way it was
designed) all the time [10] . It is also essential to factor in Shannon's Maxim : The adversaries know and understand
the security systems and hardware being used (10] .

Indicators of Security Program s in Troubl e

In evaluating security programs, vulnerability assessors should look for the following attributes that are typically
indicative of serious problems :

• There is w idespre ad arro gance and overconfidence o n the part of security managers and their superior s .



• Security tends to be viewed as binary : things are thought of as either secure or not secure, without any shades of
gray .

• Security personnel and managers seem to think that satisfying auditors, superiors, paperwork, and regulations is
automatically a guaranlee of effective security . (Often, the opposite is true . )

• Business executives within the organization who have little knowledDe or responsibility for security tend to co-opt
their security managers' decisions and recommendations .

• "Shoot the messenger" syndrome is common . Comments, suggestions, and criticisms concerning security are
unwelcome from any quarter (internal or external), and often invoke retaliation, undue defensiveness,•or automatic
cursory rejection of the input. There is no recognition that even absurd feedback can be a clue to how adversaries
may be thinking . Security personnel, including low-level personnel, are not encouraged to point ou t
vulnerabilities, raise questions and concerns, or offer creative suggestions . Low-level security personnel do not
feel safe or comfortable reporting a security incident, anomaly, or problem .

• Security personnel, supervisors, and/or managers are penalized when new vulnerabilities are discovered .

• Security supervisors and managers attempt to cover up vulnerabilities .

• Vulnerability assessments and security surveys are rarely conducted . Security managers rarely "walk the spaces"
or chat informally with security personnel or other (non-security) employees in the oraanization .

• Security personnel are not well respected by non-security employees within the organization .

• Security personnel do not generally respect their supervisors and managers .

• Security managers and supervisors do not test security on a daily or weekly basis . "What if?" mental or walk-
throuah exercises are rare .

• Security personnel receive little training or practice, including in the areas of observational and people skills, and
how to spot social engineerii~g tactics, misdirection, and sleight of hand techniques .

• Security personnel accept food and drink from colleagues, co-workers, and unauthorized sources .

• The morale and self-esteem of security personnel is low . Security personnel, including low-level personnel, are
not treated as professionals (with courtesy and respect), and are rarely recognized for good work . They are given
few opportunities for training and professional advancement . Security personnel feel no loyalty or connection to
the organization and employees they are protecting .

• The organization either has no grievance or complaint resolution process in place for disgruntled workers
(whether they be security personnel or otherwise), or else has one that is widely perceived to be ineffective,
rigged, or unfair (11] . Confidential, professional counseling is unavailable for troubled employees, or else it
exists but workers are afraid or reluctant to use it .

• Securi ty train ing exercises are unrealistic and tedious . Security personnel have fe w opportunities to demonstrate
their prowess in contests or ex erci se s .

• Securi t y pers onnel are n o t briefed at the s tart of a shift , checked for fitness of duty , n or debriefed after their sh i ft.

• There is no pre-employment screenin g of employees . There are no periodic , thorough background and reliability
checks performed o n a ll security p e rsonnel , o r on o ther empl oyees with access to critica l protected as sets .
Unexp l ained o r unexpected absences of secur ity personne l a re not i nvest i gated, n o r are any sudden outbreaks of
w idespread illness .

• Ro s ters , duty as s i gnments , and schedules of authori zed work are not well protected from tampering. Paper



documents and verbal orders tend to be taken at face value .

• Insiders are not considered a security threat 1 :11] .

• Senior executives, department heads, high-level personnel, government officials, and VIPs get special treatment
and are not subject to the same security rules and processing as all other personnel and visitors .

• Security personnel do not know exactly how and when to summon help or sound an alarm . There are no clear
policies on the use of physical force (including lethal force and force against coworkers), or else those policies are
largely unknown to security personnel and rarely discussed in a "what if?" format . Security personnel are vague
on exactly what is expected of them .

• The health and safety of security personnel is a low priority . Insurance and medical coverage is absent or weak
for security personnel hurt or killed in the line of duty .

The Var i o us Steps in a Vulne r ab ility Assess ment

There are 13 major steps in conducting a vulnerability assessment .

1 . The first step is to fully understand the goals and purposes of the security device, system, or program, including
the nature of'the adversaries it is meant to counter. Security cannot be optimized without a thorough understanding of these
matters .

2 . The next step is to fully understand how the security device, system, or program is really used-not just how
security managers or the vendor/manufacturer think it is used . The differences between theory and practice can be a
significant source of vulnerabilities . This step usually requires talking at length with low-level security personnel, who need
to feel they can speak openly and honestly . Allowing them to keep their comments anonymous may help . Security managers
and product vendors/manufacturers should also be interviewed, but it is important to bear in mind that (especially at high-
levels) they may hold a highly idealized or even wildly unrealistic view of reality .

3 . Play with the device, system, or program . This is the equivalent of "kicking the tires" .

4 . The next step is probably the most critical : Brainstorming. Without effective brainstorming, important
vulnerabilities are unlikely to be uncovered . Brainstorming is discussed in a separate section below .

5 . Play with the device, system, or program again, this time taking into account what was conceived during the
Brainstorming session(s) .

6 . Next, edit and prioritize the potential attacks . If two potential attacks are judaed to have an equal probability of
success, priority must be given to the attack that is simplest and uses the lowest level of skills, knowledge, and technology .
Not all of the devised attacks are likely to be practical or worth the effort to explore given time and funding constraints .
Attacks that initially appear impractical (or even absurd) can often, however, be massaged into somethinD useful .

7 . Pa rti ally develop the hi g h es t priorit y a t tack s .

8 . Es timate or determine the ultimate fe a sibili ty of the various att acks you hav e devi sed .

9 . Demonstrate the attacks (if practic al) after ha v ing practiced them t o a sufficient level of proficiency .

10 . Devise countermeasures . Thi s may require additi o nal brain s torming session s .

11 . Rigorous ly tes t the attacks and prov ide samples (if practica l ) .

12 . Rigorous ly test the co untermea s ure s .



13 . Complete the final report. (See below . )

In the experience of the VAT, the longer that assessors can ponder and experiment with vulnerabilities and
countermeasures, the better the results . Vulnerability assessments done in a short period of time at 100% effort are usually
inferior to assessments done over a much longer period at a lower level of effort, even if exactly the same number of labor
hours is charged . It is also important to recognize that sponsors will often be reluctant to provide sufficient time and funding
for steps 9-13 . Many vulnerability assessments end at step 8 .

Assess ment Personn e l

Vulner ability assessments should be undertaken b y p ersonnel who are i nd e pendent , imag inati ve , and
psycholo g ically predisposed to fi nding problems . Asse s sors who do not conscio u s ly or unc onsciou s ly want to find
vulnerabilities are unlikely to do so . Ide ally , the vu lnerab i li t y assessors s houl d have a track record of discoveri ng and
demonstrating security vulnerabilities , and s uggesting effective countermeasures . Assessors must be free of any conflicts of
interest (e .g ., they mus t n ot be the inventor , dev el o per , pr o mote r , vender , or manufacturer of the dev ice or sy s tem), and must
be under n o pre ssure , undue influence, or unrea listic co n str ai nts (includin g time and fundin g ) regardin g their analy s is ,
findin as , recommendati ons, or the types o f attacks they can consid e r .

Outside, professional vulnerability assessors are preferable to insiders . As a practical matter, however, outside
consultants are not always a possibility because of budget limitations, or concerns about allowing outsiders to learn about
security vulnerabilities . If that is the case, consider using non-security employees from inside your organization . You will
want smart, creative, hands-on people . Seek troublemakers, smart alecks, schemers, loophole-finders, organization critics,
questioners of tradition and authority, outside-the-box thinkers, artists, hackers, tinkerers, problem solvers, and techno-nerds .
In short, look for people you might ordinarily consider to be security problems themselves . Such people are probably more
like your adversaries than are your security personnel . They will able to instinctively spot security weaknesses that less jaded
individuals (and security personnel caught up in the day-to-day routine of security) could easily miss . Use of non-security
personnel as part of your assessment team, in addition to providing fresh insight, can have the extra advantage of increasing
security awareness throughout your organization .

Effective Brain s torming

Effective brainstorming for purposes of vulnerability assessment is really no different than creative brainstorming
for any other kind of endeavor [12] . The nature of security, however, as well as the type of people who often work in it, are
not always consistent with the creative, freewheeling thought processes that are required .

It is absolutely essential for effective brainstorming that wild and crazy ideas be allowed to flow without premature
criticism, rejection, or ridicule. According to Eugene Raudsepp [13] : "Nothing can inhibit and stifle the creative process
more-and on this there is unanimous agreement among all creative individuals and investigators of creativity-than critical
judgment applied to the emerging idea at the beginning stages of the creative process . . . . More ideas have been prematurely
rejected by a stringent evaluative attitude than would be warranted by any inherent weakness or absurdity in them . The
longer one can linger with the idea with judgment held in abeyance, the better the chances all its details and ramifications can
emerge ." Thus, initial ideas about potential attacks that invoke (for example) flying monkeys, Elvis impersonators, and space
aliens are to be enthusiastically encouraged . Not only do such wild ideas make it easier to think outside the box, but they can
often lead to, or be morphed into, something more feasible .

The Final Report

The final vulnerability assessm e nt report should be prov ided to the appropriate senior man agers w ithout squelching,
editing, o r " interpreting" by intermediate security personnel o r managers . An in - pers on or video briefin g is often quite u seful
in addition to a final written rep o rt . Thi s make s i t poss ibl e t o dem o nstrate att acks , counte rmeas ur es, and recommendations .



The final report should include praise for the good features or practices of the security device, system, or program .
This is done for two reasons . First of all, we want to encourage those good features or practices to continue . (Don't assume
they automatically will!) Secondly, emphasizina the good things makes the sponsor of the vulnerability assessment more
psychologically ready to hearing about security problems . Vulnerability assessment reports that are full of criticisms but
contain zero praise, or that-even worse-discuss nothing but problems without offering any potential solutions are unlikely
to be taken to heart or to result in security improvements .

The final report needs to reassure the reader that finding vulnerabilities is not an indication of a failed security
device, system, or program . Quite on the contrary, the existence of vulnerabilities in large numbers is a given ; identifying
them simply means they can be mitigated . Finding vulnerabilities is thus good news, not bad news . The report should also
make it clear that it contains far more suggestions and countermeasures than are likely to be adopted . Ultimately, it must be
up to the appropriate security manager(s) to decide what suggestions (if any) to implement and when . Security managers
must deal with many more contingencies, conflicting priorities, limitations on resources, and real-world considerations than
can possibly be fully appreciated by vulnerability assessors, especially if they come from outside the organization .

The final report should also s tri v e to di s pel the my th that security devices , system s, and programs mu s t "pas s" a
v ulnerabi l ity assessmen t . This is no more t he case than that peop l e shou ld "pass" an IQ test . There are currently no
meaningful standards for "certifying" a security de vice , system , or program in terms of vulnerabilities . Such s tandards may
be very difficult to develop , as we ll as potentially dangerous if mindlessly or ri g idly applied .

A comprehensive vulnerability assessment report should consist of the following 5 items :

1 . A detailed description of the successful attacks . For each attack the following information should be provided :
• Is the attack theoretical, partially demonstrated, fully demonstrated but not perfected, or practiced to perfection?
• What are the cost, time, and effort to devise and demonstrate the attack ?
• What time is required on-site to do the attack ?
• How much time is required for the attack to become activated, which may differ from the time to do the attack?
• What time is required for off-site preparation ?
• What personnel, skills, technical sophistication, and costs are necessary to complete the attack ?
• How many times and for how long must the adversary have on-site access to the hardware or infrastructure being

attacked ?
• What is the size, weight, cost, and nature of the tools and materials that must be brought on-site for the attack?
• Is inside information necessary for the attack, or just what is publicly available ?

2 . Sample(s) of the defeated security devices should be provided if practical and appropriate.

3 . Samples of the security devices employina any suggested design changes should be provided, if practical .

4. The report should include a statistical summary of the assessment that is purged of sensitive or classified vulnerability and
attack details, but that contains information on the identity of the persons/organization doing the vulnerability assessment, the
cost and level of effort, the number of successful attacks, time to develop them, time to execute them, type of defeats, number
of possible counter-measures and their general nature . A developer, manufacturer, or user of a security device or system who
claims that a particular device or system has undergone vulnerability assessment should make this summary available to
anyone to whom that claim is being made .

Conclusion

This paper h as attempted to summari ze the le ssons gained fr om 15 - years worth o f vulnerability asse ssment
experience on the part the Vulnerabili ty Assessment Team ( VAT) at Los Al a m os National Laboratory . Vulnerabili ty
a s s e ssments, howev er , are currently m o re an ar t than a sci ence. Thi s is becau se the y are fundamenta lly exerci s es i n
ima g in a tion , creati v it y, tr o uble s hoot ing, and predic t i on- ac t i v ities that are di fficult to char acterize, s tandardi z e , an d p u t into
a formula. Hopefully the suggestion s and comments o ffered here w ill ne v erthel es s be u seful for help i ng to i mpro ve security .
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